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This book is intended for anyone who wants a glimpse into the next generation of enterprise development. If you want to develop an understanding of Extensible Markup Language (XML) and learn how to use XML for business-to-business (B2B) communications, learn what the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and BizTalk extensions are, and learn how to use Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 with XML, this book will provide the information you need. You are assumed to have a basic understanding of Microsoft Visual Basic and the Visual Basic Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Developers will find code samples, a discussion of the Internet Explorer 5 document object model, and many more topics. Web developers will find material on using XML to build Web pages. Senior developers and managers will find discus-sions on how XML can be integrated into the enterprise. Some of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications discussed in this book are not final, and they are changing constantly. It is recommended that you visit the W3C Web site at http://www.w3.org often for the updated specifications.

This book provides a detailed discussion of what XML is and how it can be used to build a Digital Nervous System (DNS) using the Microsoft Windows DNA framework with SOAP 1.1, BizTalk Framework 2.0, and Internet Explorer 5. The book is divided into two parts. Part I covers all the essential elements of XML and enterprise devel-opment using SOAP and BizTalk. Part II covers XML and Windows DNA. It discusses how to use Internet Explorer 5 and the Windows DNA framework to build enter-prise systems. Throughout the book, you will find code samples that will bring all the ideas together.
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The Print (Ansel Adams Photography, Book 3)Bulfinch, 1995
The Print  is the third and final book in The Ansel Adams Photography Series--the seminal guides fully revised by Ansel Adams shortly before his death in 1984.   The Print, now available in paperback like the other volumes in the series, belongs on every photographer's shelf. It covers the entire printmaking process, from designing and furnishing a...
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Practical Poker Math: Basic Odds & Probabilities for Hold'Em and OmahaEcw Press, 2008
"Dittmar answers many questions and fills in a lot of gaps about poker mathematics. . . . His book is for the thinking player who wants to incorporate some mathematics and an understanding of odds into his or her mode of play."  —Poker Player Magazine
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AutoCAD 2008 3D Modeling Workbook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Conquer the complexities of AutoCAD 3D modeling
   Mastering AutoCAD is no picnic, and using it for 3D modeling is among the toughest challenges. This unique workbook offers over one hundred exercises that lead you skill by skill toward AutoCAD 3D success. You get the hands-on practice you need to tackle everything from solid...
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MDX with SSAS 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	69 practical recipes to analyze multidimensional data stored in SSAS 2012 cubes, using high-performance MDX calculations and flexible MDX queries


	Overview

	
		A wide range of time-related, context-aware, and business-related calculations
	
		Combine MDX with utility dimensions
	...
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Machine Learning and Security: Protecting Systems with Data and AlgorithmsO'Reilly, 2018

	Can machine learning techniques solve our computer security problems and finally put an end to the cat-and-mouse game between attackers and defenders? Or is this hope merely hype? Now you can dive into the science and answer this question for yourself. With this practical guide, you’ll explore ways to apply machine learning to security...
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Wireless Web Development, Second EditionApress, 2002

	Rischpater's second edition has new coverage of HTML, WAP 2.0, XML, Palm's WCA and iMode in detail and improves the text of the first edition with time-tested information.


	THE WIRELEss WEB is here to stay. More than a billion people now use wireless

	devices, up from a paltry 200 million devices when I wrote the first...
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